Bat Cave Chronicle

This summer Clinch Valley College has been invaded by a group of sixty-one high school Juniors who are participating in one of the various UPWARD Bound programs currently operating in the region.

These people live in the dormitories and attend classes and have a campus life very similar to that of a regular college student.

As for life in the boys dorm, it is about the same as for regular session with a few exceptions—there are more pranks, there is a greater feeling that this year has been the year that studying usually takes up, and the night life is a little quieter than it usually is during the regular session. As for the pranks, things go from comical, sensible, and reasonable to just down-right slippin'. One of the surest signs of the assumption of shaving cream, Crockett Hall has the cleanest dorm of the entire campus.

A LITTLE BOY'S STORY

"People are always pushing me around," the little boy cried to his mother as he told his mother that the other children on his block wouldn't let him play with the other kids on his block. One sunny summer day, the boy ran into the house with blood streaming down his face and mirror. No longer does he have to brush one's teeth... (Solution in next issue)

"Pecple are always pushing me around," the little boy cried to his mother, who couldn't understand what his mother had tried to tell him, and he continued trying to play with the other kids on his block. One sunny summer day, the boy ran into the house with blood streaming down his face and mirror. No longer does he have to brush one's teeth... (Solution in next issue)
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IN THE PAST

Love cannot be defined, as many writers have observed. However, we can see that Henry James used the element in his story of “The Beast in the Jungle.”

“John Marcher had his own foolish whims. He was interested in the idea that the big moment that was to happen to him was love, he could have profited. He realized too late that it was opportunity that had him. He realized too late that his life was to be a failure. He had looked so hard for the decisive thing in his life that he did not realize it had passed him by.

In the way we live today, we look forward for great events to happen to us. We live from day to day hoping that something will happen. We never realize that time and opportunity are always available, but only easy to lose.

We also forget that we must give in order to receive. May Berteaux gave all her love, her life to Marcher but he did not receive it because he did not give her his love until it was too late. We often take things for granted as Marcher did.

A child doesn’t give any material thing that he wants soon becomes unappreciative. He doesn’t know how to value gifts. He can place no values on life. This, too, was true of Marcher. May’s love was always present; so Marcher took it for granted. He didn’t realize the situation existed until she was gone.

The same is true with money. As long as we have money, we can do almost anything. We find much enjoyment in the things money can buy; but, when it is all spent, we realize the value of it. However, it is only memories. Of course, money does destroy and is evil. But, in our use of it that makes it valuable, or evil.

— Carol Watkins

The common good, like common sense, seems to be a notable rarity. In reading history, I do not find that the chief shapers of events were especially interested in the common good. Among its greatest enemies must be counted the common people.

Ethinologically, prestige derives from a jugglery of tricks; illusion, from blindness.
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SEX AND MARRIAGE

Sex should and does play an important part in marriage. However, sex serves to disrupt the harmony of many marriages. This is very unfortunate. Sex should play an important and healthy role in marriage, but it should not be a subordinate role. Sex should not be allowed to stand in the way of genuine love.

Sex is a touchy subject to talk about. It is difficult for people of opposite sexes to discuss sex and be frank with each other in their discussions. The difficulty of being frank about sex is one of the obstructing obstacles that society has imposed. This is very bad. Every man and woman, who plan to marry should discuss and agree upon the role that sex should play in their marriage. They must view sex as being held by a man and woman should be made to coincide: or a compromise agreement should be reached before the couple enters marriage. If different views of sex are not settled by a couple before marriage, then the problem of sexual relationship may disrupt their married happiness. A good example of a marriage disruption on account of sex is presented in the play “Godspell”. Captain Aving was a man who desired the so-called "joy of life," but his wife’s strict code of morality forbade her to partake in such a way of life. Consequently, the Captain was forced to keep his back for pleasure, and in doing so he found death.

— Greg South
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PUZZLE

On a certain train, the crew consists of three men, the brakeman, the fireman, and the engineer. Their names listed alphabetically are Jones, Robinson, and Smith. On the train are also three passengers with corresponding names, Mr. Jones, Mr. Robinson, and Mr. Smith. The following facts are known:

a. Mr. Robinson lives in Detroit.

b. The brakeman lives halfway between Detroit and Chicago.

c. Mr. Jones earns exactly $10,000 a year.

d. Smith once beat the fireman at billiards.

e. The brakeman’s next-door neighbor, one of the three passengers mentioned, earns exactly three times as much as the brakeman.

f. The passenger living in Chicago has the same name as the brakeman.

What was the engineer’s name?
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